
#

19

Captain

NO

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6020 212 4.26 1.51 32 9 1/4 36.5 N/A N/A 127 18

NEGATIVES IN RUN GAME

Marginal blocking ability due to total lack of aggression and competitiveness.

TEAM

Prospect (Last, First)

Perriman, Breshad

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

COLLEGE

Pro Position(s)

WR
DOB (Age)

9/10/93 (26)
Scout Name (Last, First) 

Catches, yards, and TDs jumped significantly in weeks 15-17 of 2019 due to his promotion to 

Z. Committed 0 drops in 2018 (25 targets) and 2019 (69 targets).

New York Jets2015-1st-BAL
YEAR – RD – TM

Rogan, Andrew

Central Florida (FLCE)

Games Won
CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

27
Winning %

53%
Positions Started

INJURIES

X, Z, Slot

EXPOSURES

WEAKNESSES

MEASURABLES

COD, Understanding of Coverage, Aggressiveness in Blocking

PROJECTION
A starting Z receiver that you can win with. Wins with his very good foot speed, reliable 

hands, and large catch radius to consistently perform on long, straight routes like verticals 

and crossers. Is limited on hard-breaking routes due to his adequate COD, and consequently 

cannot be trusted to win consistently underneath in short/intermediate to areas or make 

post-snap adjustments to his routes due to lack of understanding of coverage.

2019: at TEN 10/27, vs AZ 11/10, at IND 12/8, at DET 12/15, vs HOU 12/21

51
Games Started

10

POSITIVES IN PASS GAME

SCHEME FIT

STRENGTHS Foot Speed, Manual Dexterity, Poise in Critical Situations

A vertical system where he can regularly leverage deep routes, or long, straight routes like 

crossers.

2013 (sophomore year of college) Concussion (Week 2), 2014 (junior year of college)-No 

injuries, 2015-Right PCL Tear and re-tear (entire season) 2016-Left ACL Sprain (Weeks 1-3 

preseason), 2017-Right hamstring strain (entire preseason) 2018-Concussion (Week 7), 

2019- Right hamstring strain (Weeks 5-7)

KEY STATS

NEGATIVES IN PASS GAME

Adequate release vs. Press, easily re-routed at the LOS, with only adequate finesse/slipperiness at LOS and

strength to get off the Jam struggling to release especially against big, strong CBs, and lacks the technique in his

stem against all defenders/coverages to make all of his routes look the same prior to the break, often

prematurely leaning to where he is going to break and tipping the route to the CB on hard-breaking routes (90

degrees or greater). High center of gravity due to long legs and marginal lower body mobility/flexibility, which,

paired with marginal lower body strength, results in adequate COD and marginal separation quickness on hard-

breaking shallow to intermediate routes like digs, outs, and hitches, and is pushed off the red line on verticals vs.

big, strong CBs due to adequate lower body and core strength. Adequate mental processing, showing adequate

ability to find the seams in coverage, unable to find and settle in windows and often converts to the wrong route

due to marginal understanding of coverage. Marginal competitiveness, getting lazy on plays not designed to go to

him, running much slower routes when he is not he is not the primary receiver.

BACKGROUND

A 5th year WR who has started 10 of 51 career games. 2019 was his first year in TB and first 

under HC Bruce Arians, OC Byron Leftwich, and WR coach Kevin Garver. Played in 14 games 

in 2019, starting 4 playing 645 offensive snaps (56.68% of all team offensive snaps). 

Contributed off the bench in the slot and at X for the first 3 quarters of the season before 

being promoted to #1 WR due to injuries to Mike Evans and Chris Godwin. Ran a high 

volume of deep routes, especially verticals and posts in Arians’s pass-heavy, vertical system.

BODY TYPE / AA
A good athlete with very good foot speed, good acceleration, solid agility, adequate COD and 

strength, as well as marginal balance and lower body mobility/flexibility.

Good release vs. Off Man, Zone, or Soft Press due to good acceleration off LOS, with a quick 1st step after coming

to balance and a good hand wipe move vs. Soft Press on speed releases to free himself on vertical stems. Very

good foot speed and separation quickness on deep routes, using speed to gain separation and stack CBs on

vertical routes, also possessing good ability to cut at full speed on lower angle routes (less than 90 degrees) like

corners, posts, and crossers. Shows very good, consistent hands, with the coordination and manual dexterity to

reach and catch balls off frame, using his long arms to create a very good catch radius, and also shows a very good

ability to concentrate in traffic and hang on through contact. Very good ability to adjust to the ball, with very good

tracking on deep balls along with the coordination/body control and reach to quickly adjust, stretch, and pluck

passes thrown all around him on shallow/intermediate throws, as well as good jumping ability and timing on

jump balls to high-point passes over smaller CBs, along with good ability to get feet in on the sidelines. Good YAC

ability, using speed to outrun most CBs and almost all safeties, and good anticipation of tacklers to avoid and

evade defenders with speed, with good ability to feel leverage and use angles to avoid tacklers. Solid mental

toughness, is very good in critical situations, with the poise and confidence to find the endzone in the 4th quarter,

proving to be a consistent target on 3rd downs, and has good physical toughness and courage to pursue passes

over the middle and bounce back from big hits.

POSITIVES IN RUN GAME

None


